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An instant USA Today bestseller! From fan-favorite Scarlett St. Clair, the bestselling author of the
Hades & Persephone series, comes a new fantasy filled with danger, darkness, and insatiable
romance.Their union is his revenge.Isolde de Lara considers her wedding day to be her death
day. To end a years-long war, she is to marry vampire king Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev, and kill
him.But her assassination attempt is thwarted, and Adrian threatens that if Isolde tries to kill him
again, he will raise her as the undead. Faced with the possibility of becoming the thing she hates
most, Isolde seeks other ways to defy him and survive the brutal vampire court.Except it isn't the
court she fears most—it's Adrian. Despite their undeniable chemistry, she wonders why the king
—fierce, savage, merciless—chose her as consort.The answer will shatter her world.

"St. Clair's vampire mythology and magical systems, are sure to pique reader interest." ―
Booklist"Outstanding...St. Clair has a masterful hand with the couple's slow burn, balancing
banter, contention, and highly charged moments. Readers will be chomping at the bit for the
next installment." ― Publishers Weekly STARRED Review --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorScarlett St. Clair is the bestselling author of the HADES X
PERSEPHONE SAGA, the HADES SAGA, KING OF BATTLE AND BLOOD, and WHEN STARS
COME OUT. She has a Master's degree in Library Science and Information Studies and a
Bachelors in English Writing. She is obsessed with Greek Mythology, murder mysteries, and the
afterlife. You can find pictures of her adorable dog Adelaide on her Instagram at
authorscarlettstclair, and updates on her books at www.scarlettstclair.com. --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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written.OneThere was an army of vampires encamped on the outskirts of my father’s kingdom.
The black tops of their tents looked like an ocean of sharp waves and seemed to stretch for
miles, melding with a red horizon that was the sky that extended over Revekka, the Empire of the
Vampire. It had been that color since I was born. It was said to be cursed by Dis, the goddess of
spirit, to warn of the evil that was birthed there—the evil that began with the Blood King.
Unfortunately for Cordova, the red sky did not follow evil, so there was no warning when the
vampires began their invasion.They had manifested west of the border last night, as if they’d
traveled with the shadows. Since then, everything had been quiet and still. It was like their
presence had stolen life; not even the wind stirred. Unease crept through my chest like a cold
frost, settling deep in my stomach as I stood between the trees, only a few feet from the first row
of tents. I could not shake the feeling that this was the end. It loomed behind me, long fingers
gripping my shoulders.Rumors had preceded their arrival. Rumors of how their leader—I hated
to even think his name—Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev had leveled Jola, ravished Elin, conquered
Siva, and burned Lita. One by one, the Nine Houses of Cordova were falling. Now the vampires
were on my doorstep, and instead of calling arms, my father, King Henri, had asked for a
meeting.He wanted to reason with the Blood King.My father’s decision had been met with mixed
emotions. Some wished to fight rather than succumb to this monster’s reign. Others were
uncertain—had my father traded death on the battlefield for another kind?At least in battle, there



were truths. You either survived the day or died.Under the rule of a monster, there were no
truths.“I should not have allowed you to come so late or get this close.”Commander Alec Killian
stood too near, just a hair behind me, shoulder brushing my back. If it were any other day, I
would have excused his proximity, attributing it to his dedication as my escort, but I knew
otherwise.The commander was trying to make amends.I took a step away, turning slightly, both
to cast him a sullen look and to create distance. Alec—or Killian, as I preferred to call him—was
commander of the Royal Guard, having inherited the position when his father, whose name he
also shared, passed unexpectedly three years ago.He returned my gaze, gray eyes both steely
and somehow gentle. I think I’d have preferred only the steel, because the tenderness made me
want to take two more steps back. It meant he had feelings for me, and any excitement I’d once
had at catching his attention had now evaporated.Outwardly, he was everything I thought I’d
wanted in a man—ruggedly handsome with a body forged by hours of training. His uniform, a
tailored navy tunic and trousers with gold embellishments and a ridiculously dramatic gold cape,
served to accentuate his presence. He had a crown of thick, dark hair, and I’d spent a few too
many nights with those strands wrapped around my fingers, body warmed, but not alight with the
passion I’d really longed for. In the end, Commander Killian was a mediocre lover. It had not
helped that I did not like his beard, which was long and covered the bottom half of his face. It
made it impossible to detect the shape of his jaw, but I guessed he had a strong one that
matched his presence—which was beginning to grate on my nerves.“I outrank you, Commander.
It is not within your power to tell me what to do.”“No, but it is within your father’s.”Another flush of
irritation blasted up my spine, and I ground my teeth. When Killian did not feel like he could
handle me, he defaulted to using the threat of my father. And he wondered why I did not want to
sleep with him anymore.Instead of acknowledging my anger, Killian smirked, pleased that he’d
hit a nerve.He nodded toward the camp. “We should attack in the daylight while they
sleep.”“Except you would be defying Father’s orders for peace,” I said.Once, I would have agreed
with him—why not slaughter the vampires while they slept? The sunlight, after all, was their
weakness. Except that Theodoric, king of Jola, had ordered his soldiers to do the very same,
and before they could even launch their attack, the entire army was vanquished by something
the people were calling the blood plague. Those who had come down with the disease bled from
every orifice of their body until death, including King Theodoric and his wife, who now left a two-
year-old to inherit the throne under the rule of the Blood King.As it turned out, sunlight did not
stop magic.“Will they have as much respect for us when night falls?” Killian countered. The
commander had not been shy about expressing his opinion about the Blood King and his
invasion of Cordova. I understood his hatred.“Have faith in the soldiers you trained, Commander.
Have you not prepared for this?”I knew he did not like my reply. I could feel his frown at my back,
because we both knew if the vampires decided to attack, we were dead. It took five of our own to
bring down one of them. We simply had to trust that the Blood King’s word to my father was
worth our people’s lives.“No one can prepare for monsters, Princess,” Killian said. I broke from
his gaze and focused on the king’s tent, distinct with its crimson and gold details, as he added, “I



doubt even the goddess Dis knew what would become of her curse.”It was said Adrian angered
Dis, goddess of spirit, and as a result, she cursed him to crave blood. Her curse spread—some
humans survived the transformation to vampire while others did not. Since their incarnation, the
world had not known peace. Their presence had bred other monsters—all kinds that fed on
blood, on life. While I had never known anything different, our elders did. They remembered a
world without high walls and gates around every village. They remembered what it was like not to
fear wandering beneath the stars as darkness fell.I did not fear the dark.I did not fear the
monsters.I did not even fear the Blood King.But I did fear for my father, for my people, for my
culture.Because Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev was inevitable.“You presume to know how a goddess
thinks?” I asked.“You keep challenging me. Did I do something wrong?”“Did you expect
complacency because we fucked?”He flinched, and his brows slammed down over his eyes.
Finally, I thought. Anger.“So you’re upset,” he said.I rolled my eyes. “Of course I’m upset. You
convinced my father I needed an escort.”“You sneak out of your bedroom at night!”I had no idea
that sleeping with Killian would mean unannounced visits to my bedroom. Except, like always, he
overstepped one night and found my room empty. He’d woken the whole castle, had an entire
army searching the surrounding forest for me. All I’d wanted to do was watch the stars, and I’d
done so for years atop the rolling hills of Lara. But all that ended a week ago. After I was found,
my father had summoned me to his study. He’d lectured me on the state of the world and the
importance of watchfulness and had given me guards and a curfew.I’d protested. I was well
trained, a warrior, just as competent as Killian. I could protect myself, at least within the borders
of Lara.Don’t, my father had snapped. The word was so harsh and sudden, I jumped. After a
quiet moment and a breath, he had added, You are too important, Issi.And in that moment, he’d
looked so broken, I hadn’t been able to utter another word—not to him, not to Killian.A week
later, and I was feeling trapped.“Since you are so keen to spill my secrets, Commander, did you
admit to fucking me too?”“Stop using that word.”He spoke with clenched teeth.At least he was
passionate about something, I thought. Still, his order only served to provoke me.“And what word
should I use?” I hissed. “Make love? Hardly.” I was being unkind, but when I was angry, I wanted
the recipient of my wrath to feel it, and I knew Killian did. It was a trait I’d adopted from my
mother, given that my father rarely expressed his frustration. “You seem to think what happened
between us means something more.”It was like he thought he was suddenly entitled to me, and I
hated it.“Am I so terrible?” he asked, his voice quiet.My fists clenched, and there was a moment
when guilt clutched at my chest. I shook it off quickly. “Stop trying to manipulate my words.”“I’m
not trying to manipulate you, but you cannot say you did not enjoy our time together.”“I enjoy sex,
Alec,” I said flatly. “But it doesn’t mean anything.”They were sloppy words, but I meant them. I’d
only chosen to sleep with Killian because he’d been there, and I’d wanted release. That had
been my first mistake. Because it made me ignore other warnings, like his tendency to keep my
father aware of my every move.“You don’t mean that,” he said.“Killian.” His name slipped from my
mouth, a warning. He wasn’t listening, and if there was one thing I hated, it was a man convinced
that I didn’t know my own mind. “When will you learn? I always say what I mean.”I started to step



around him, and Killian reached for my hand. I wrenched free and punched him in the stomach.
He groaned and fell to his knees as I turned on my heels.“Isolde!” he huffed. “Where are you
going?”I kept walking into the thick wood; the leaves were soft beneath my feet, still wet from
morning dew. I wished it were the middle of spring, when the trees were lush and green. I could
disappear much easier then. Instead, I walked between pale, skeletal trunks, beneath a canopy
of interlaced limbs. Still, I was certain I could lose Killian. I knew these woods like I knew my
heart. I would make it back to the castle without him, much as I had intended to do before he
followed me to the border.“Idiot,” I breathed.My jaw ached from clenching my teeth. I did not hate
Killian, but I would not accept being caged. I was well aware of the dangers in the world, and I’d
been raised to fight every manner of monster, even vampires. Though I was no match for them,
at least I knew it. If it were up to Killian, our armies would be battling the vampires right now, and
likely, many of our people would be dead.As humans, we had no cure to fight their diseases, no
ability to outrun them, no way to counter their magic or the monsters they’d awakened. We were
lesser, and we would always be unless one of the goddesses answered the many and varied
prayers offered by the devout—which was unlikely.The goddesses had abandoned us long ago,
and sometimes I felt like the only person who knew it.My pace lessened as the smell of decay
permeated the air. At first, it was faint, and for a brief moment, I thought I was imagining
things.Then, the cold crept up my back, and I stopped.A strzyga was near.Strzyga were humans
who had died from the blood plague and risen from the dead. They were horrifying creatures
with little intellect, save for their desire to eat human flesh.The smell grew in potency, and I flexed
my hand, turning slowly to face the desiccated monster.It stood on the edge of the clearing,
back bent, staring with hollow eyes and cheeks. Its sparse hair clung to blood spattered on its
near-skeletal face. It stared at me and then sniffed the air, a growl erupting from its throat as its
lips curled back to show elongated teeth. Then it gave an eerie cry as it fell on all fours and
raced toward me.I spread my feet apart, preparing for the impact of its blow. It launched itself at
me, and as it neared, I shoved my hand toward it, deploying a knife I kept sheathed in a brace
around my wrist. It sank easily between the creature’s ribs. Just as quickly, I pushed away,
retracting my blade. Blood spattered my face as the strzyga staggered back, screaming at me,
angry and anguished.The blow would only wound.To kill a strzyga, its head must be separated
from its body then burned.Now that the monster was weakened, I drew my sword. As the sharp
metal sang against my sheath, the creature hissed its hatred before throwing itself at me again. It
sank upon my blade, clawed hand slashing, tearing at my dress and skin. I gave a guttural cry as
the pain registered, but it was soon overtaken by anger and adrenaline. I withdrew the sword and
swung. The edge was sharp but resisted, lodging in the bone of the strzyga’s neck. I shoved my
foot against its chest and jerked my blade free. As the strzyga fell, I sliced through its neck again,
and when the body hit the ground, its head landed a few feet away.I stood for a moment,
breathing hard, my chest burning where the creature had shredded my skin. I needed to get to
the medics. Infection set in quickly with strzyga wounds. Before I began my trek, I kicked the
strzyga’s head, sending it rolling to the tree line of the clearing.Returning to the castle injured



would not bode well for me and my independence.The air changed suddenly, and I twisted,
lifting my blade once more, only to have it connect with another.The impact surprised me,
because I stood face-to-face with a man. He was beautiful, striking, but in a harsh way. His
features were angled—high cheekbones, sharp jawline, a straight nose, all framed by blond hair
that fell in soft waves past his shoulders. His lips were full and pillowy, and his eyes were hooded
by defined brows. It was those strange eyes—blue, rimmed with white—that held mine as he
tilted his head and spoke.“What are you doing all the way out here?” His voice hinted at intrigue,
silky in its delivery, and the sound made my stomach clench.My brows lowered at his words, and
I studied him further. He wore a black tunic secured with gold buckles and a surcoat of the same
color. The edges were stitched with gold thread. It was fine work, but it was not made by my
people—our designs were far more intricate.I narrowed my eyes. “Who are you?” I asked.The
man dropped his sword, as if he no longer perceived me as a threat, which made me want to be
a threat, except that I dropped my arm too, my fingers loose around the hilt. I tried to tighten my
hold but couldn’t.“I am many things,” he said. “Man, monster, lover.”This time when he spoke, I
detected a faint accent—a slight clip I couldn’t place.“That’s not an answer,” I said.“I think what
you mean is that’s not the answer you want.”“You are toying with me.”His smile stretched, and he
looked wicked in a sinful way, in a way I wanted to taste and feel. Those thoughts made my skin
prick, and I felt myself growing warmer beneath his gaze.“What is it you want from me?” he
asked. His voice was low, a purr that coaxed a shiver from the depths of my stomach.I swallowed
hard. “I want to know why you’re here.”“I was tracking the strzyga when it changed course.” His
eyes lowered to my chest. “I see why.”Self-consciously, I lifted my hand and hissed at the sting of
my shredded skin. The sudden flare of pain made me feel light-headed.“I killed it,” I managed to
say, though my tongue felt thick in my mouth.The corners of his lips curled. “I see that too.”“I
should go,” I whispered, holding his gaze. I wanted to move my body but felt too relaxed. Perhaps
it was infection, already rooted in my blood.“You should,” he agreed. “But you won’t.”An alarm
sounded in my head as he spoke. And as he stepped toward me, I suddenly regained my ability
to move. I drove my hand toward his stomach, releasing my knife, but his hand clamped down
upon my wrist. He yanked me forward, his body pressing into mine, despite my wound, despite
the blood. He bent over me, grasping my head, fingers digging into my scalp, and for a moment,
I feared that he would either kiss me or break my neck. Instead, he gripped me harder, eyes
never leaving mine, thumb brushing my lips.“What is your name?” he asked. His voice shivered
through me, and I found myself speaking.“I am Isolde.” The answer slipped from my mouth, at
war with my mind, which raged against him.“Who are you?”Again, I answered not of my own
accord, my voice the whisper of a lover. “I am princess of the House of Lara.”“Isolde,” he
repeated my name, a rough growl that vibrated against my chest. “My sweet.”Then he bent, and
his tongue swept across the wound on my chest. I couldn’t breathe, I couldn’t move, and I
couldn’t speak. The worst part was that this felt good. It felt possessive and immoral, and I found
myself no longer trying to stab him but clinging to him as he worked.When he drew away, his full
lips were stained with my blood. He swallowed, and his eyes gleamed as he studied my eyes,



my lips, my throat. The stare ignited something deep inside me, and the fire spread, making me
ache. I was ashamed, because I knew this man was a soldier for the Blood King, a vampire.I
jerked in his grasp and was surprised when he released me. I stumbled back, my hand going to
my chest, meeting smooth skin. I was healed.“You’re a monster.”“I healed you,” he said, as if that
made him less so.“I didn’t ask for your help,” I snapped.“No, but you enjoyed it.”I glared. “You
were controlling me.”That was why I hadn’t been able to grip my sword, why my body seemed to
be at odds with my mind, why I suddenly felt desperate to be crushed beneath the weight of a
warm body that could fill me better than anything I’d ever had before. I was out of control.And it
was his fault.“I do not control emotions.” He spoke so matter-of-factly, it was hard to accuse him
of lying.I lifted my blade, and the vampire laughed.“Anger suits you, my sweet. I like it.”I scowled,
but my anger just made him smile wider, his lips pulling back from gleaming white teeth, no sign
that he’d just feasted on my blood. My hatred for him deepened.“It is still daylight,” I said. “How
are you able to walk among us?”Vampires could only go out during the day in Revekka, where
the red sky blocked the sun’s rays. Were they evolving? The thought brought a new kind of dread
into the pit of my stomach.“It is nearly sunset,” he said. “This time is not so dangerous for
someone like me.”What did that mean?I did not ask, and he did not offer an explanation. Instead,
he inclined his head. “We’ll meet again, Princess Isolde. I’ll make sure of it.”His promise shivered
through me like an oath he’d sworn to the goddesses themselves. I lifted my blade and charged,
but as I swung, he vanished like mist in the morning sun.Alone, I began to shake.I’d survived an
encounter with a vampire who had tasted my blood, and the worst part about it was that he’d
been right.I did like it.TwoI had seen victims of vampires—humans who were on the cusp of
change before their hearts were cut from their bodies and burned. I’d also seen bodies drained
of blood, past the point of survival. But I’d never encountered an actual vampire.“They look like
us but are not us,” Killian’s father had warned during training. “They are fast. They will control
your mind and drink your blood, and you will not survive. If you do, you will wish for death.”Those
were the truths I’d been told about vampires.He’d never said how they were like us—that they
could be beautiful, that their touch would inspire an acute desire beyond anything I’d ever
experienced. Everything inside me was wound so tight, each breath was a reminder of how
desperately I wanted to be touched.“Isolde!”But not by him.Killian’s voice broke through the fog
of my mind. He was close, and I did not want to be caught. There was too much to explain here
in this clearing—the strzyga, my torn dress, the absence of blood.I turned on my heels and
fled.The castle felt like it had doubled in distance. The walk was agonizing, and I grew frustrated,
still feeling the effects of my encounter with the vampire. My body was warm, especially between
my thighs, and I was hyperaware of how heavy and sensitive my breasts felt, rubbed raw by the
woolen cloak I kept close. By the time I exited the tree line, I ached.This was torture.Was that
what this was? Some cruel form of warfare?I skirted the high, stone walls that rose ominously
and cast me in a chill shadow. The walls were a complex system of forts, bastions, and towers
that ran, uninterrupted, encircling High City of Lara and Castle Fiora. They’d been built over two
hundred years ago, after the birth of the monsters in Cordova—the start of the Dark Era. There



were four gates that allowed entrance into High City. Two were actually useful, one for trade that
led into the heart of the city. The other was for diplomats and offered a pleasing route along
cobble roads to the gleaming white towers of the castle.The other two gates were symbolic. One
was for Asha, goddess of life, the other for Dis, goddess of spirit. Once, they would have opened
at dawn, marking the waking of the city, symbolizing the balance of life and death. But since the
birth of the vampires, Dis’s gate remained sealed, a decision that had been made by the kings of
the Nine Houses over one hundred and fifty years ago. There were a few priestesses of Dis who
admonished the decision, claiming that the plague of the monsters would only grow worse—and
they hadn’t been wrong. It was why all villages across the Nine Houses had high walls and gates
that closed before sunset and did not open until sunrise.Except for tonight.Tonight, the gates
would open to allow the Blood King and his people within our walls. It would be the first time
since they were built that the gates would remain open.I approached the one for diplomats.
Usually, I liked to enter through the trade gate and meander through the streets, visiting my
favorite vendors for flowers and meat pies, but since my encounter in the wood, I needed to
change and time to myself.“Princess,” one of the guards at the gate said. His name was Nicolae.
He was young, his face doughy and pale. The other, who was silent and stoic, was named
Lascar. He was olive skinned and large, his body almost too big for the sentry box behind him.
Both soldiers were new to the Royal Guard. I liked the new recruits because they were easy to
sway; all I had to do was smile, stroke their ego, and they’d pretend they never saw me slipping
outside the gates at night.That was before they’d all been roused in the middle of the night last
week to find me, before the two guards who’d let me slip by were dishonorably discharged and
relegated to the duties of a stable hand.“Returning without escort, I see,” Nicolae said. He tried
to sound stern, but he had too much light in his eyes for that.“Commander Killian stayed at the
border,” I said.Nicolae’s eyes shifted over my shoulder, and he raised a dark brow. “Did he?”I
turned, spying Killian as he came out of the tree line. His absurd cape fluttered menacingly
behind him.I quickly turned back to Nicolae and smiled. “He must have changed his mind.”“Do
you need escort to—”“No,” I cut him off, and to soften the blow, I placed my hand upon his
shoulder, holding my cloak tightly with the other. “Thank you, Nicolae.”I hurried through the gates
and was immediately greeted by the towering figure of the Sanctuary of Asha on the right. The
stone was white and brilliant, the colors of the hand-painted stained glass vibrant. Opposite the
structure was the crumbling edifice that was the Sanctuary of Dis. The building itself looked like
a shadow, crafted from volcanic rock imported from the Islands of St. Amand. The windows that
weren’t broken or boarded were dark, pointed, and lead-paned. Despite its ruined appearance, it
was still occupied by a few priestesses, but because very few visited and the priestesses were
only called when death was near, they had no money for upkeep.I kept an equal distance from
both as I passed, having never felt inclined to worship either goddess. My father would criticize
me, but I had no desire to offer my loyalty—not to the one who brought monsters to our world nor
to the other who let it happen.Beyond the sanctuaries, there was a series of beautiful plaster
buildings—a combination of homes, shops, and inns—all with thatched roofs and window boxes



full of colorful flowers. Beyond that was a short wall that marked the start of the royal grounds. A
line of trees offered privacy to those of the court who wished to use the gardens for exercise or
games. Since it was nearing sunset, most were indoors, for which I was thankful. The ladies of
the court fawned over me. I liked many of them, but I found it hard to tell who was genuine in their
attention, given that I suspected many only wanted my favor because I would be queen one day.I
crossed the wide yard and edged along the castle wall toward the back, entering through the
servant’s quarters to avoid being pulled into needlework and gossip about the Blood King. I
headed up a narrow staircase just to the left of the entrance, the friction of my thighs almost
unbearable. I was so frustrated, both by the desire burning low in my stomach and by whatever
magic still had its claws inside me. How could I possibly still be so consumed by this desperate
need for release? Flight after flight, I grew more heated, my mind wandering to how the vampire
had held my head, how he’d touched my lips and drew words from my mouth. I wondered what
other sounds he might coax from my throat as those fingers explored other sensitive and swollen
parts of my body.Your thoughts are disgusting, I chided and then more kindly reminded myself
that I was only thinking those things because I was under some spell.After six flights of stairs, I
made it to my room. Once inside, I leaned against the prickly wooden door. I’d held my breath for
most of my ascent, because I couldn’t stop thinking about sex and the vampire who looked like
some kind of beautiful savior but was really a monster. I thought of him now as my hand drifted
down my stomach to my center, where my swollen clit rose to meet the brush of my hand. I
groaned and ground into my hand, desperate to feel pleasure thread through my body,
desperate to come so that I might also release the image of this vampire and his magic. This
was what he wanted—to drive me to this moment—and he had done nothing to earn it. He
hadn’t spoken erotic things, kissed me, or caressed my skin, and yet his face came to my mind,
unbidden.My frustration was palpable, and I thought I could hear his laugh echo in my mind—the
one he’d offered in the clearing, amused, dark, arrogant.By the goddess, I hated him.I gathered
my skirts into my hands until I could feel the curls at the apex of my thighs, then the pad of my
fingers brushed against my clit. It strained against my touch, sensitive with need, still so tight,
practically preening. I held my breath as my fingers drifted closer to the heat and slickness of my
core, and I swore I’d never been so wet.It has to be magic, I thought, and yet my stomach
knotted with tension, shame, and guilt.I drew my middle finger down my opening, gathering the
slickness—before a knock erupted from behind me.I froze, fingers poised to slip into my
heat.“My lady, are you in there?”Nadia, my maid, was on the other side of the door. She’d been
my nursemaid from the time I was born, and we’d formed a close bond. She was the only maid
or servant in the castle I spent time with outside her usual duties. It was a relationship the court
found strange and only the brave would comment on, but I didn’t care. Nadia was the mother I’d
never had, and I loved her.Except right now. Right now, I wanted her to go away. I wasn’t ready to
give up the chase for release, so I slipped a finger into my flesh and released a slow breath.“My
lady, I know you are in there.”If I ignore her, maybe she will go away, I thought.I was so wet, I
could barely feel anything. I needed more girth, needed to feel full and stretched. I added



another finger, my head pressed hard into the door behind me, my palm sliding up my body to
my breast, squeezing, kneading, teasing through the ruins of my dress. All the while, I thought of
that monster in the woods. The one who looked like a man, had held my head in his large hands,
stroked my lips with his lithe fingers, pressed his hard body against mine. If he had kissed me, I
would have succumbed. I would have let him fuck me, and it probably would have meant my
death, but at least I would have known passion on my way to the Spirit.“My lady?”By the fucking
goddess.I gave a frustrated growl and withdrew, dropping my skirts. I whirled on my heels and
threw open the door.“What, Nadia?” I snapped. If Nadia insisted on interrupting, then she would
have to deal with my mood, except she knew me and didn’t even flinch. She stood opposite me
looking very much unimpressed. Her long, dark hair was braided and threaded through with
silver, those pieces whispering around her thin face, creating a frizzy halo. Her darkened skin
was smooth though, and her only wrinkles were the ones around her eyes, which remained dark
and lively.“I have come to help you prepare for tonight.”I blinked at her, confused. “Tonight?”“For
the Blood King’s arrival.”I rolled my eyes and backed away from the door, twisting so my skirt
twirled around me. The movement helpfully cooled my legs and released the tension in the
bottom of my stomach.“I do not care how I look for the Blood King.”“I’d rather not doll you up
either, but you are a princess and, as such, should look like one when you stand at your father’s
side.” Nadia followed me into my room and closed the door behind her.My room was small and
the bed took up a fair amount of space, allowing for little else save for a trunk full of keepsakes
and a wardrobe. I could have had a large suite, but I’d chosen this one because of the view—the
window below looked down upon my mother’s garden.“What were you doing in here anyway? It
took you a long time to answer the door,” Nadia said as she stoked the fire in the hearth.Even if I
had noticed the chill, I would not have stirred the embers. I was afraid of fire, even contained. I
did not like the sounds, the crackles or pops. I did not like the smell of smoke or even the heat,
but it truly was too cold to go without, so I let Nadia keep it going and always made a wide arc
around it when I passed.“Sleeping,” I said, falling onto my bed, staring up at the blue velvet
canopy.I was still insanely uncomfortable, but it was probably best Nadia had interrupted me.
Otherwise, I would have continued to masturbate to the monster in the woods—his touch and
smell and feel—and would have hated myself even more than I already did for it.I sighed.You are
a victim, I told myself, though I hated admitting it. We’d been taught from a young age that
vampires were sexual creatures, and they often cast spells that filled even the most pious with
lust.It really didn’t help that I wasn’t pious.“You were not,” Nadia said, straightening from her
place before the fire. She pointed the poker at me. “I just watched you run up six flights of
stairs.”“I was in a hurry to sleep.”She arched a brow and dropped the poker to her side. “And
escape Commander Killian, I hear.”I rolled my eyes. “Commander Killian is needy. I am not.”“He
would make a fine husband,” Nadia countered, and I recoiled at how fanciful she sounded.I sat
up and gaped at her. “Did you not hear what I just said?”Nadia was forty-one and unmarried—
which was perfectly fine, except to her. She wanted to be married, and her thoughts on the
subject were very much that of the majority of Cordovians, meaning that anyone over the age of



eighteen and unmarried was considered an old maid, and the rush to marry stemmed from the
fact that more people were dying young.I was twenty-six and perfectly content to remain unwed,
and I was very vocal about that—among other things—which the royal families and their peers
found disturbing. It often led to unsolicited comments about how I needed to be tamed. Although
the last man to make that comment found himself facing the point of my dagger.Needless to say,
I had a reputation. But I would not accept a man who thought he could control me. My wish to
remain unmarried also coincided with my feelings about love. Love was a risk I was only willing
to take for my father, Nadia, and my people.More love meant there was more to lose.“I heard
what you said. But what is wrong with needy? He would be devoted to you.”“He would be
controlling.”And I’d have to sleep with him…regularly. I cringed, imagining a life of passionless
sex and couldn’t do it. No, Commander Killian was not the man for me.“You should not be so
picky, Isolde. You know the male population is dwindling under the vampires. Soon you’ll have
even fewer men to choose from.”“Who says I have to choose?”Father had not told me I had to
marry. There were no political alliances to create, because the houses were united in their
determination to defeat the Blood King and had been since the rise of the vampires…until
recently. Until my father decided to submit to him. Now, we’d been ostracized. If I hadn’t made a
suitable bride before, I certainly wouldn’t now, though I had a feeling more kingdoms would soon
join my father in his decision to choose the lives of their people over the alternative.“Every
respectable lady marries, Isolde.”“Nadia, we both know I am not respectable.”“You could
pretend,” she shot back. “You are a princess, blessed by the goddess, and yet you make a
mockery of everything she has given you.”My face grew flushed with anger at Nadia’s words,
and I rose to my feet. If she had been anyone else in my service, I would have dismissed her. But
I knew Nadia. She was devoutly religious and dedicated to Asha—she had her own reasons for
her beliefs, just as I had mine. I also knew she meant well despite herself, but that did not mean I
shared her views. Even if Cordova had not been cursed with monsters, I could never show
loyalty to the two goddesses who had taken my mother before I even had the chance to know
her.I was surprised at how calm I sounded when I spoke.“The day Asha rids the world of the
vampires is the day I honor her blessings, Nadia. Until then, I can only be who I am.”She sighed,
not in disappointment but in acceptance—her job was doomed from the beginning. She was
supposed to raise me to be prim and proper, a lady who would eventually become queen of
Lara. What she’d gotten instead was me. I wasn’t sure what I was yet. Untamed, wild, spirited—
they were all words that had been used to describe me. Whatever I was, it did not fit a mold. But I
did not think that made me a bad princess or that it would make me a bad queen. What it made
me was someone who was willing to rule without a king, and that was something I wasn’t sure
this world was prepared for.“Well,” said Nadia. “If you must be who you are, the least we can do
is have you look like a princess. What did you do to your dress?”I let my eyes drop to my chest.
In my frustration, I’d forgotten it had been ruined.“Oh. I encountered a strzyga on my return from
the border.”I saw no need to lie about that. We’d all been taught to fight, having been born in the
Dark Era. It was a skill as necessary as learning to walk.“If you had stayed with Commander



Killian, you would not have had to fight.”“I like fighting,” I argued.Nadia’s eyes narrowed on my
ruined bodice, and I knew she was connecting the dots—shredded, bloodied dress but no
visible wounds.“Besides, it barely brushed me,” I said quickly. “The blood is his. You know what
happens when you hit a vein.”Nadia shook her head and pointed toward my washroom. “Bath.
Now.”I obeyed quickly, happy to scrub away this day. Maybe I would get lucky and the water
would quench the fire raging inside before it turned my bones to dust.ThreeAn hour later, I was
ready to present to my father. I let Nadia choose my dress, a rarity, and I think in her excitement,
she forgot the occasion, because she chose my favorite gown—a cerulean silk with pearl
embellishments that ignited like fire against my brown skin. The neckline was square and low,
and my breasts pillowed at the very top.Nadia clicked her tongue, a sign of her disapproval.“Too
much bread,” she said as she attempted—and failed—to force my neckline higher.“If you think to
deter me, you won’t.”Nadia commented on my weight because it was another part of me that did
not fit the mold. My breasts were big, my hips wide. One of my thighs was probably the size of
her waist. I didn’t really care though. I was fit, and I could fight. That was more than I could say for
her, a nursemaid who had failed to turn me into a docile princess.Nadia drew my hair over my
shoulders, arranging my thick, dark waves to hide the swell of my breasts. When she was
finished, I promptly slipped it back.“Can I resign?” she asked as she retrieved a pearl tiara from
the wooden chest at the end of my bed. I did not own many headpieces, because what I had had
belonged to my mother, and many came from her native home on the Atoll of Nalani. Her people
were islanders. They were mariners, weavers, and horticulturalists, hence my mother’s love for
gardening.I laughed. “And do what with your time? Stitch cushions?”“Read, you insolent child,”
Nadia snapped, but her response was playful and not at all filled with the tension of our earlier
exchange.“I am far from a child, Nadia.”“You are a child until you marry,” she said.I rolled my eyes
and smoothed my dress, studying myself in the mirror. All my life, I’d been told that I looked like
my mother. As much as I longed to hear that, the compliment also left me feeling like someone
had gouged out my heart. It was a reminder of her long absence from my life and the sacrifice
she had made so that I could live.“Why must I attend my father while he entertains our enemy
with talk of surrender?”I spoke more to myself than Nadia, though she offered her opinion
nevertheless.“If you are to rule this kingdom—husband or not—it will be under vampire rule from
this day forward. You must learn who you are dealing with, and tonight is your first lesson.”Could
that really be true? From this day forward, Lara would answer to the Blood King, a creature who
had slaughtered thousands of my kind already. It did not seem real.“Just be glad, Issi, that the
Blood King has not asked for a wife.”“Are you volunteering, Nadia?”She glared at me. “Not even I
want to be married that bad.”As much as we joked, dread had been gathering in my heart all day.
Today, the world would change, and none of us knew if it was the better of two options. Still, I had
to hope my father was right in his decision to be ruled by King Adrian. I had to hope that Adrian,
despite being monstrous, still possessed some kind of humanity.Nadia followed me from my
room, down the narrow corridors of my wing. The walls of the castle were all intricate mason
work, the brick laid in such a way that even without decor, they were aesthetically pleasing.



Despite the beauty and the craftsmanship, the chill seeped through, sending shivers down my
spine. Even worse, my nipples hardened, reminding me of my insatiable desire for my enemy.At
the bottom of the stairs, Nadia paused.“Do not tremble under the gaze of the Blood King.
Surrender today, live to conquer tomorrow.”Nadia’s words were my hope that we would find a
weapon that could defeat our enemy. She departed, leaving me to enter the antechamber where
my father and I would wait for the arrival of the Blood King, at which point we would move into
the great hall. My stomach knotted as I approached the door, but I paused before knocking,
hearing Commander Killian’s voice rising from within.“This is a trap,” Killian said.“If the king of
Revekka decides to slaughter us rather than negotiate, then it will say more about his
countenance than ours,” my father replied, his voice warm and resonant. It made my chest feel
calm. I loved my father dearly—he was all I had from the moment I was born. I had never seen
him make an impulsive decision, so I knew that he’d thought through every aspect of this
surrender. Most importantly, he’d thought most about what would protect our people.“Think of
your daughter—” Killian tried.“Know your place, Commander!”My father’s voice sent a chill
through me that straightened my back, but I was glad for his anger. I was angry too. The audacity
of the commander to assume my father hadn’t thought about me. But this—it was bigger than
me. Bigger than a commander whose ego suffered at the thought of being submissive to a
greater power.“It is because of Isolde that I have agreed to this truce. I do not wish for her to live
in a future rife with violence.”“And yet she will face a future far more uncertain.”I took that as my
cue to enter. It was either that or see Commander Killian pinned to the wall by my father’s sword,
and as much as he annoyed me, spilling blood when vampires were on our doorstep did not
seem like the best idea.My father’s expression smoothed into a mask of calm when he saw me,
a sad smile curling his thinning lips. He stood near the fire, a heavy fur-lined cloak making his
slight frame look larger. My father had never been a particularly imposing man, but he had a
presence, an expression that commanded attention and a voice that communicated dominance.
His hair was dark but turning gray. Most of it was concentrated in his beard, which came to a
point at his chin.“Isolde,” my father said. “My gem.”“Father,” I greeted, approaching him, taking
his outstretched hand. He pressed a kiss to my cheek.“You look beautiful, as always.”“Thank
you, Father.” I smiled, despite what we were walking into. I took comfort in the fact that this
surrender still meant we would be together. In the end, that was all that mattered.“Commander
Killian was just telling me you went to the border today and left without him.”If Killian was going to
betray me, the least he could do was tell the whole truth, which included how I’d gotten away
from him.How is your gut feeling? I wanted to ask but kept silent. I didn’t want this lecture to get
any longer.“Commander Killian caught up,” I said, glaring at him.“Issi,” my father said, a note of
warning in his voice. “You know the danger that lies upon our doorstep.”“I fail to see what
Commander Killian could do if we were set upon by a vampire. It takes an army to defeat
one.”My father sighed. He knew I had a point.“There are other monsters, Princess,” Killian
argued, his voice tight.I shifted my gaze and met his stare, which dipped to my breasts. I wanted
to roll my eyes but refrained.“Monsters I was taught to kill. Again, I fail to see why I need your



escort.”“Because I have ordered it.” My father’s voice was like a whip, cutting through the air and
drawing my attention. “It is not up for discussion, Isolde. Clear?”“Crystal,” I replied tightly, my skin
flushed with frustration.My father sighed again, but it sounded more like relief. He was probably
glad I hadn’t argued. It was only for his benefit. I knew how taxing this surrender had been for
him. I knew his concern for me stemmed from the invasion of the Blood King. I wasn’t going to
add to that. I would, on the other hand, ensure that Killian heard—and felt—my rage.There was a
knock at the door, and Miron, the herald, entered. His uniform was a dark-blue tabard with gold
fringe. Usually, it complemented his burnished skin, but today, he looked sallow, and as he
spoke, I thought I knew why—he’d just seen the Blood King in the flesh.He bowed.“Your
Majesty.” His voice trembled, and he cleared his throat. “The Blood King has arrived.”A strange
tension filled the small room. Somehow, this felt different. The Blood King wasn’t just beyond our
borders; he was within them. He would rule us from this day forward.My father looked long at me
and then turned, grasping his cloak as he went so it whirled around with him. Commander Killian
held out his arm. I’d have rather shoved a knife through it, but I accepted it instead.“Why are you
wearing that?” he asked, dipping his head so that his breath coated my cheek as he spoke.I
should have gone with the knife, I thought.I did not look at him as I replied. “It is not your place to
comment on my wardrobe, Commander.”His hand tightened on mine.“You are showing too much
skin. Are you trying to tempt the vampire king?”“Know your place,” I said, my voice just as icy as
my father’s.“That is not how I meant—I only mean to protect you.”“From what? Hungry gazes?” I
asked. We had just come through the doors of the antechamber and into the great hall when I
turned to him, challenging. “Yours is just as threatening, Commander.”I crossed the precipice
upon which my father’s throne sat and moved to his left, my gaze sweeping the great hall. It was
a grand room, richly decorated with gilded mirrors and elaborate candelabras. A canopy of blue
silk curtained us, and throughout the room, gold larks—our house emblem—adorned banners of
the same blue that hung from the ceiling.The room was silent and still, though it was crowded
with people—guards and lords and ladies who had come from their estates to watch the
surrender. My father had spent weeks in this very room, hearing their concerns, mediating their
arguments for and against surrender. By the end of it, I began to loathe many of them whose
fears amounted to losing their lands, wealth, and status under the Blood King, as if that mattered
when the decision wasn’t between losing status and retaining it. It was between life and
death.“His majesty King Henri de Lara welcomes King Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev of
Revekka.”This time, Miron’s voice was steady and strong. Holding my breath, I fixed my eyes on
the doors at the other end of the hallway. The crowd, who had stood on either side of a carpeted
runner, drew farther back as the guards pulled them open to reveal the Blood King.I swallowed a
gasp as a heady flush unraveled within my body, and I wanted to crawl out of my skin as my eyes
connected with a familiar, gorgeous face. The vampire who had found me in the clearing, the
one who had licked blood from my skin and sent me into a spiral of desire, was Adrian, the
Blood King.He had changed since our encounter, wearing bloodred instead of black. Gold rings
gleamed upon his middle finger and pinkie, and upon his head sat a spiked black crown. His



status was evident in the way he carried himself—regal and confident—and yet he walked like a
predator, his black boots clicking as he took lethal step after lethal step toward my father.I should
have known it was him, I thought, staring at him now, but it had not occurred to me to expect the
king of vampires to have gone in search of a strzyga. Were they not monsters born of their kind?
As he approached, his gaze slid from my father to Killian and then to me. Our eyes met, and I let
out a slow, quivering breath as he assessed the length of my body. Something about him opened
a chasm in my stomach, and I was again overwhelmed by the same keen hunger as before. I
wanted to be devoured by this creature.My legs began to shake, and I shifted my gaze to my
father as he spoke.“King Adrian. It is a grim welcome I extend to you,” he said, his voice
resonating within the great hall.“A welcome all the same,” Adrian said. His voice drew and held
my attention, and I watched his lips as he spoke, not with the voice of a monster but the voice of
a lover. “I accept.”“You and your army have quite the reputation,” my father said.“A reputation that
has you contemplating surrender before bloodshed,” Adrian said and inclined his head slightly.
“Smart.”“Some have called me a coward,” Father said. “For considering your proposal.”The
tension in the great hall grew.“Do you care what others think, King Henri?”“I care about my
people,” he said. “I want them safe. Is that your offer, King Adrian? That you will keep my people
safe?”The vampire stared at my father for a long moment, studying him with a different intensity,
as if he were trying to decide if he was being truthful.“How much freedom do you wish for your
people to have?”My father did not answer immediately. Finally, I shifted my gaze and saw him
lean forward.“Are we bargaining, King Adrian?”The vampire offered a small shrug. “I have an
offer.”Father waited, and when Adrian did not continue, he prompted, “What is this offer?”“I want
your daughter. To wed, of course,” he added, as if it were an afterthought.“No,” Commander
Killian said instantly.Adrian glared and so did I, even though I was still trying to process the
enemy king’s words. Had he just asked for my hand in marriage? My legs began to shake for a
very different reason now, and for a moment, I feared my knees would buckle. Instead, I curled
my fingers into my palm, letting my nails pierce the skin. I would not show weakness before this
creature, though I’d already managed to do that in the clearing.“You wish to wed my—no,” my
father said definitively.I did not want to be married, least of all to this man.Adrian stared at him.
“You would choose war so quickly? I thought you cared for your people.”“He does care,” I said
and took a step forward, angered by his accusation.“Issi.” My father made to reach for me, but it
was Commander Killian who intervened and stepped between me and the Blood King.“King
Adrian has asked for my hand,” I said. “Am I not allowed to speak?”“These are matters for kings,”
Commander Killian said. His voice was low and grated against my ear.I wanted to push him
away, but I reined myself in, offering a command instead. “Back to your post, Commander.”He
was reluctant to obey, and if we had been alone, he wouldn’t have. Still, he fell back and returned
to my father’s side. When my gaze turned back to Adrian, he looked amused.“If you wanted a
wife, why did you wait until now to ask for my hand?”“I did not know I wanted one until today,” he
replied.My frustration spiked. Had he decided when we’d met earlier in the wood? Had I had the
same effect on him as he did on me?“Attraction hardly makes a marriage, King Adrian,” I said.“It



makes a bearable one,” he said. “Wouldn’t you say, Princess?”So you want to fuck me, I thought,
narrowing my eyes. We did not even need vows for that, but somehow, offering myself to the
Blood King without a marriage contract felt worse than losing my freedom.“Unless it is marriage
to a monster,” I said. “Then it is merely captivity.”There were a few murmurs from the crowd,
quickly silenced by Adrian’s reply. “If you will not agree, then we will have war,” he said simply.“A
battle I will gladly fight!” my father shouted, getting to his feet, and a few members of the crowd
cheered along with his declaration. His words were visceral, and I knew he meant them, even if I
also knew he would die, and it was that reality I could not face.How had I suddenly become the
prize to be won in battle?“Father—” I started to speak but was silenced.“Isolde, leave.
Immediately.”The arms of the guards at the exits rattled as they hoisted their weapons, and the
lords and ladies who had crowded into the hall began to scream and murmur, pressing into the
walls.This could not happen. It would mean slaughter. Commander Killian had come around my
father’s throne, his hand taking my arm before I jerked away.Why was he always touching me?“I
will not be dismissed!” I said.“Princess—”“Your princess wishes to speak,” Adrian said. “Let
her.”The last two words were spoken with warning. My heart was still racing, adrenaline surging
through my blood. I looked to my father, whose watery blue-green eyes were desperate.Don’t,
he begged.I have to, I mouthed. As much as he did not want to lose me, I could not lose him. I
could not lose our people. I’d wanted to be their queen to protect them, and I still would, but not
in the way I expected.I turned to Adrian, taking a step toward him. I could feel everyone in the
room stiffening, tightening their holds on their weapons. The tension was already a battle, and
the phantom smell of blood permeated the air although none had been shed yet.Still, I held the
Blood King’s gaze, focused on him so completely, it was as if he were the only person in the
room. The longer I looked, the easier it was. It helped that he was beautiful, but I also became
interested in things I shouldn’t, like the bow of his lips and the faint scar over his cheek I had not
noticed earlier.I refused to take a breath before speaking, fearing it would sound more like a
shudder. “King Adrian, if you maintain you will protect my country, my people, my father, then I
will agree to marry you.”Adrian’s lips curled, but it was a smile that did not last long when
Commander Killian protested. “My princess, you can’t marry this monster! I won’t let you!”Adrian
scowled. “You won’t let her?”“Quiet, creature. You are a curse upon our lands!”The commander
drew his sword, and the guards followed.I turned, facing Killian, blocking Adrian. It was not a
smart decision. I did not know Adrian, he was the enemy, and I was giving him my back, but I
could not let things progress.
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